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Week 3: Simplified neuron and population models 
(textbook chapter 3)!

Neuroinformatics 

Marcus Kaiser 
 
 



Passive propagation (dendrite and soma) 

Single-Neuron simulation 

Active propagation (axon hillock and axon) 
Hodgkin-Huxley 

t 

ΔV 

Neurotransmitter release -> Ion flow -> 
change in Postsynaptic potential (PSP) 



Single-Neuron simulation 

Benefits 
 
• Can reproduce activity of 
single neurons 
• Can be used to model 
detailed changes (external 
currents or the effect of 
drugs) 

Disadvantages 
 
•  Needs neuron morphology 
(dendritic layout) 
•  Needs information about ion 
channels, synapse position, 
neurotransmitter type 
•  Is slow to calculate for large 
numbers of neurons 

=> Need for simplified neuron models 



Integrate and Fire Neurons 

Simplifications 
 
•  The alpha function directly relates to the 
voltage at the axon hillock (no modelling of 
passive propagation)  

•  Spike time rather than the shape of the action 
potential is important (shapes are similar) 

•  Synaptic properties are modelled through the 
synaptic strength value w (also called efficacy)  



Integrate and Fire Neurons 

A pre-synaptic spike  δ(t - tj(f)) is low-pass filtered at the synapse and 
generates an input current pulse α(t - tj(f)) 
 
 
A current I(t) charges the RC circuit. The voltage u(t) across the 
capacitance (points) is compared to a threshold ϑ. If u(t) =  ϑ  at time ti(f) 
an output pulse  δ(t - ti(f)) is generated. 

neuron i 
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The leaky integrate-and-fire neuron 
The driving current can be split into two components, I(t) = IR + IC. The first 
component is the resistive current IR which passes through the linear 
resistor R. It can be calculated from Ohm's law as IR = u/R where u is the 
voltage across the resistor. The second component IC charges the capacitor 
C. From the definition of the capacity as C = q/u (where q is the charge and 
u the voltage), we find a capacitive current IC = C du/dt. Thus  

Multiply by R 

Time constant 

Spikes are events characterized by the `firing time' t(f) when 

‘Leak’ Signal Leakage rate 



6 IF simulation 

Δv = 8 mV Δv = 12 mV 

ϑ ϑ 



7 IF activation function 

The inverse of the first passage time defines the firing rate: 

First passage time: Time a neuron need for constant input  
        to reach the threshold and fire 

tref: refractory time  
 
vres: reset potential   
 



8 Inter-Spike-Interval (ISI) 

Inter-Spike-Interval 



9 The Izhikevich neuron (2003) 
Problems with LIF neurons: does not reproduce the full  
range of experimentally observed response patterns. 
 
-> Eugene Izhikevich developed a model that can reproduce  
experiments AND is much simpler than single-neuron models! 

http://www.izhikevich.org/ 

u + d 



10 The McCulloch-Pitts neuron (1943) 

Step-wise activation function 

Summation of input (no synaptic weights!) 

-> Birth of artificial neural network (ANN) research 
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Neural coding 



What the brain ‘sees’ 



13 The firing rate hypothesis 

Edgar Adrian 
The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1932 

Stimulus features are encoded through the neural firing rate  
(response curves).  
 



14 The firing rate hypothesis 

Receptive field: area in the outside/physical  
world for which a neuron is responsive. 
 
Feature preference 



15 The correlation code hypothesis 

From DeCharms and Merzenich 1996 

Stimulus features are 
encoded by neurons firing 
around the same time 



16 Integrator or coincidence detector? 

From Buracas et al. 1998 
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Seminar papers online at 
http://www.biological-networks.org/t/cneurosci/seminar.zip  

 
News 

Qualcomm Zeroth 
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Neural computation 





Necessary conditions for optimal summation:
1) synapses have to be closely adjacent
2) pre-synaptic signals have to arrive simultaneously
3) resting potential and reversal potential(s) have to be very different.

EPSP  = EPSP  + EPSP
r e s A BmV

t

rest.
pot.

A
BA

B
The little “shoulder” shows that the
EPSPs were not truely simultaneous.

Spatial Summation

EPSP  <  EPSP  + EPSP
r e s A B

mV

t

rest.
pot.

AB

A

B

Soma

Dendrite

If the synapses are far from each other the amplitude will be
less at the first summing point. It will then further decay
until reaching the soma.

Consider 1:

simultaneous
inputs !

Summation
point



A

B

Consider 2: If the signals are not simultaneous then the sum will be smaller

mV

t

rest.
pot.

A B

The early signal (A) facilitates the later signal (B). Together the firing threshold
might be reached but not alone.

Temporal Summation

If the difference in arrival times is 
too large, temporal summation 
does not occur anymore !

mV

t

rest.
pot.

A B



The same conditions apply as for summation. Then one can regard
an IPSP as a sign-inverted EPSP. “Summation” becomes “Subtraction”.
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Population models 



28 Population model 
Motivation 
A set of neurons can sometimes be modeled as a population 
 
-> dealing with populations reduces processing time and complexity 
 
-> useful for cognitive models (high-level functions) 
 
-> abstract away from individual spikes 
 
Assumptions/Limits 
Pool of neurons with similar response functions  
acting in a statistically similar way. 
 
 



29 Population model 

Temporal averaging 
(one neuron) 

Population averaging 
(many neurons) 

Averaging over a rectangular  
time window (Often, a Gaussian  
time window is used instead). 



30 Population dynamics 

For slow varying input (adiabatic limit), when all nodes do practically !
the same, and the same input (Wilson and Cowan,1972):!

Gain function:!



31 Other gain functions 



32 Fast population response (rapidly varying input) 
A stimulus increase leads to rapid firing rate changes as  
many neurons in a population are close to the threshold!!

-> use shorter population time constants when the input varies rapidly!

Non-adiabatic  
regime 



33 Summary 

Simplified models of single neuron activity 
 
-  Leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neurons 

-  Izhikevich neurons 

-  McCulloch-Pitts neurons 
 
 
Multiple neurons can be further aggregated 
 
-  population models 



34 Further readings  


